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Abstract—Digital cellular radio (DCR) communications occur over a fading multipath channel. In the case of low-bit-rate, narrow-band communications, some form of adaptive equalization and diversity combining is required to mitigate the intersymbol interference and rapid time variations in the DCR channel. In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of a DCR system which employs a jointly adaptive decision-feedback equalizer and diversity combiner. In particular, we utilize the current estimates of the channel impulse response (CIR) at each diversity branch to compute the receiver parameters periodically. Moreover, we propose a novel block-adaptive strategy which computes the time-varying CIR by interpolating a set of CIR estimates obtained through periodic training. Despite occurring some inherent processing delay and throughput reduction, this interpolation strategy has the advantage of immunity to decision errors which would quite likely occur during a deep fade. Furthermore, we discovered that the system performance is limited, in the form of an irreducible bit error rate at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), by the CIR estimation of the rapidly fading channel.

Introduction

The currently proposed North American standard for digital cellular radio (DCR) communications incorporates a narrow-band time division multiple access (TDMA) format with three users sharing a frequency channel of 30 kHz bandwidth. The overall bit rate is 48.6 kb/s, with each user data rate being about 13 kb/s. The modulation scheme is \(\pi/4\)-shifted differentially encoded quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK). Furthermore, to limit the adverse effects of adjacent channel interference (ACI), the proposed transmit and receive filters have small excess bandwidths corresponding to tight rolloffs of 35% [1].

However, with such stringent filtering, data dispersion spans several symbol periods and significantly increases the intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by multipath propagation. In addition, when mobiles are at highway speeds, the DCR channel exhibits Doppler fading rates of up to about 100 Hz. Consequently, for the relatively low symbol rate of 24.3 ks/s, a signal experiences rapid time variations. Given the worst-case scenario of severe ISI and fast fading, some form of adaptive equalization and diversity combining is required to overcome these channel impairments.

In this paper, we investigate the performance of a DCR reception technique employing adaptive equalization and diversity combining to mitigate the channel impairments of frequency-selectivity, Doppler fading and additive noise. The reduction of ISI is accomplished with a fractionally spaced decision-feedback equalizer, while the detrimental effect of fast fading is alleviated by block adaptation, explicit diversity combining and the implicit diversity which is inherent in a frequency-selective fading channel [2]. We do not investigate the effects of ACI, however, the tight filtering and diversity combining employed in the receiver would tend to minimize these interference effects.

We address the issue of the rapidly time-varying DCR channel by employing block adaptation based on a signaling format consisting of contiguous frames of transmitted data within a long TDMA time slot. Specifically, the start of each data frame contains a known training sequence which is used to estimate the impulse response of each diversity channel. However, the random time variation of a DCR channel can be quite severe during a typical data block sequence. Consequently, learning the channel at just the start of each data sequence is not sufficient to follow the time variations of the channel. Therefore, one must either increase the frequency of training (at the expense of a reduction in the system throughput) and/or track the fast fading channel with an adaptive algorithm.

As an example of the latter strategy, a continuous, symbol-by-symbol adaptive algorithm such as the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm may be used to track the randomly changing CIR during a data block sequence. However, we have found that, due to its sensitivity to error propagation, the decision-directed LMS adaptive algorithm has difficulty tracking a 100 Hz Doppler DCR channel. A more complex adaptive algorithm such as the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm would not improve the CIR tracking since it has been shown that LMS can perform CIR tracking at least as well as RLS [3], [4]. Furthermore, the RLS algorithm also suffers from error propagation in the decision-directed mode.

In this paper, we propose a novel method of block adaptation for tracking a time-varying CIR during a data sequence. Instead of explicitly tracking the time-varying CIR by using a continuous, decision-directed adaptive algorithm like LMS, we employ a block-adaptive strategy which computes the
time-varying CIR by interpolating a set of estimated CIR values obtained through periodic training at adjacent data frames within a given TDMA time slot. By using the interpolated CIR estimates, we periodically compute the receiver parameters to adapt it to the fast fading channel. While this adaptive strategy has the inherent disadvantages of processing delay and reduction in system throughput, it does have the key advantage of immunity to decision errors which can quite likely occur during a deep fade. In addition, this approach of computing the equalizer/combiner parameters with channel estimates differs from previously investigated, block adaptive schemes where the equalizer parameters are adapted directly [5].

While we consider the use of periodically inserted overhead bits for channel estimation and tracking, a DCR modem would likely use additional overhead bits in each frame as parity check bits for error correction. Such a block or convolutional coding scheme, combined with interleaving, would complement the equalization and diversity measures considered here to provide additional immunity to fast fading. A demonstration of the benefits of coding in combination with equalization and diversity combining for slow-fading indoor wireless channels has been presented in [6].

**SYSTEM DESCRIPTION**

The specifications of our communications system are similar, but not identical, to those of the proposed narrow-band TDMA system for North America DCR communications [1]. A block diagram of the DCR communications system is presented in Fig. 1. Specifically, a carrier transmits an overall bit rate of 48 kb/s in an allotted channel bandwidth of 30 kHz. For a $\pi/4$-shifted DQPSK modulation scheme, the symbol rate and minimum transmission bandwidth are 24 kHz and 24 kHz, respectively. Transmit and receive filters with 25% excess bandwidth are chosen to correspond to a transmission bandwidth of 30 kHz. In particular, square-root raised-cosine (SRRC) $T/2$-spaced FIR filters with a combined Nyquist response are used.

**Signaling Format**

A signaling format which interleaves training sequences with data sequences within a long TDMA time slot is used (see Fig. 2). Each data frame consists of a known training sequence of length $N_t$ symbols followed by a data sequence of length $N_d$ symbols. Consequently, the number of symbols in each transmitted frame is:

$$\beta = N_t + N_d.$$  (1)

Such periodic training improves the adaptation problem by updating the CIR estimates at the beginning of each data frame. However, it incurs the expense of added system overhead, which is defined as the percentage data throughput:

$$\% T = \frac{100N_d}{N_d + N_t} \times \frac{100}{\beta} \%.$$  (2)

**Channel Model**

The DCR channel is modeled in complex baseband representation with an FIR filter in the form of a $T/2$-spaced tapped delay line (TDL). The multipath power delay profile (MPDP) of the channel is specified with a three-path, "mountainous terrain" model with relative rms powers of 0, -5, and -15 dB [7]. The "mountainous terrain" model is considered a severely frequency-selective example [7]. In particular, for a symbol period, $T$, of 41.7 $\mu$s, this MPDP has an rms delay spread of 10.40 $\mu$s. Moreover, the overall CIR length, including the transmit and receiver filters, is assumed to be six symbol periods. Any remaining energy in the overall CIR which is not accounted for within the six symbol periods can be thought of as part of the CIR estimation noise. Furthermore, Rayleigh fading of each channel tap coefficient is simulated with the "sum of sines" model using nine sinusoids with distinct Doppler frequencies ranging up to a maximum Doppler frequency, $f_{\text{max}}$, of 100 Hz [8], [9]. In addition, complex AWGN with variance $\sigma_n^2$ is added to the transmitted signal at the output of each diversity channel.

**Channel Estimation**

In our DCR system, channel estimation is performed with a block least-squares adaptive algorithm which is optimum under the assumption that the CIR is fixed during the training period [10]. For a rapidly fading channel, this assumption is not valid and, consequently, this CIR estimation incurs an adaptation error from lagging the time variations of the channel by roughly half the observation period of the training. In fact, with a minimum length training sequence for our DCR system, it has been shown that such CIR estimation suffers from a 3 dB MSE degradation at the equalizer output upon completion of a training period [10]. This performance degradation is measured relative to the MMSE at the equalizer output for the case of a known CIR.

For our DCR system with an overall CIR length of $N_c = 6$, channel estimation is performed with an optimum BPSK
training sequence of length $N_0 = 15$ [10]. The BPSK training sequence is converted into a complex, $\pi/4$-shifted DQPSK sequence by an appropriate phase transformation [11]. Consequently, given a known BPSK training sequence, the inverse autocorrelation matrix can be precomputed and stored at the receiver. Thus, during a training sequence, the CIR estimate, $h$, which includes the transmit and receive filter responses, can be obtained from the block least-squares solution:

$$h = \Phi_x^{-1} p_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\Phi_x$ is the autocorrelation matrix of the appropriately transformed, $\pi/4$-shifted DQPSK training sequence, and $p_i$ is the cross-correlation vector which is computed from the received data samples during the training observation interval of $N_0 = N_r + 1$ symbol periods.

**Channel Interpolation**

During a data sequence, interpolation is performed to obtain CIR estimates which are used to compute optimum coefficients of the diversity combiner and decision-feedback equalizer (OCDFE). Without loss of generality, the number of trained CIR estimates used for each interpolation, $Q = 2p$, is assumed to be an even number so that the interpolation can be performed for the middle data frame. Consequently, each interpolated CIR estimate in the middle interpolation interval is computed from $Q/2$ past and $Q/2$ future CIR estimates obtained from training. Thus, it is evident that this CIR interpolation approach incurs an inherent processing delay. In the worst case when all $Q$ CIR estimates from training are not known at the time of the desired interpolation, the interpolation delay, in seconds, is

$$D_p = (Q - 1) \beta T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

To satisfy Nyquist's criterion, the normalized sampling rate of the trained CIR estimates is required to be

$$f_s = \frac{f_s}{2f_{dm}} = \frac{1}{2f_{dm} \beta T} \geq 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

For the specific case of $N_0 = 15$ and $Q = 4$, Fig. 3 lists representative values of the above-mentioned system parameters.

In the CIR interpolation strategy, $Q$ consecutively estimated CIR samples obtained from periodic training, $h(qT_s)$, are interpolated by a real-valued digital filter, $f(rT_s)$, to generate $R$ evenly spaced, interpolated CIR samples, $\hat{h}(rT_s)$, between the two middle, estimated CIR samples (see example in Fig. 4 which shows the relative positions of the estimated and interpolated CIR samples within a TDMA time slot). Specifically, each estimated $T_s/2$-spaced CIR sample, $h(qT_s)$, has a length, $N_0$, of six symbol periods. Thus, each estimated CIR sample is a vector of length $2N_0 = 12$ tap coefficients. Since the Rayleigh fading CIR is modeled in complex baseband, each CIR tap coefficient consists of in-phase and quadrature components which are characterized as independent, zero-mean, Gaussian random processes. Consequently, each CIR interpolation is performed for 24 randomly fading, real-valued coefficients. Furthermore, the interpolation factor, $R$, is defined as [12]:

$$R = \frac{T_s}{\mu T} = \frac{\beta T}{\mu T} = \frac{N_r + N_d}{\mu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $T_s$ the sampling period of the estimated CIR samples $T_s$ the sampling period of the interpolated CIR samples $\beta$ the symbol period $\mu$ the number of symbol periods between estimated CIR samples $N_r$ the number of symbols in a training sequence $N_d$ the number of symbols in a data sequence.

The interpolated CIR sequence $\hat{h}(rT_s)$, is computed as the convolution of the oversampled input sequence of $Q$ CIR samples, $h(rT_s)$, with the unit sample response of the interpolator, $f(rT_s)$ [12]:

$$\hat{h}(rT_s) = h(rT_s) * f(rT_s) = h \left( \frac{rT_s}{R} \right) * f(rT_s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where the interpolated output sequence, $\hat{h}(rT_s)$, is evaluated over one interpolation interval (i.e., a data sequence) to generate $R$ interpolated CIR samples.

For the CIR interpolation in our DCR system, a practical digital filter, $f(rT_s)$, is employed with a truncated discrete-time window, $\Pi(rT_s; \eta)$, which corresponds to an approximately raised-cosine frequency response of the overall interpolator (i.e., a truncated Nyquist pulse):

$$f(rT_s) = \hat{f}(rT_s) \Pi(rT_s; \eta), \hspace{1cm} r = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
where the unit sample response of the ideal low-pass filter is
\[
\tilde{f}(rT_s) = \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi rT_s}{R} \right)}{\pi rT_s} \quad r = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots \tag{9}
\]
and the discrete-time window response is
\[
\Pi(rT_s \eta) = \begin{cases} 
\cos \left( \frac{\pi rT_s \eta}{2} \right), & \left( \frac{N_p - 1}{2} \right) \leq r \leq \left( \frac{N_p - 1}{2} \right) \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{10}
\]
where \( N_p \) is the length of the unit sample response of the interpolator and \( 0 \leq \eta \leq 1 \) is the rolloff factor of the interpolation window.

**OCDFE Computation**

In our DCR system, the OCDFE parameters are adaptively computed using interpolated CIR estimates, \( \hat{h}_l(kT) \), from each of the \( L \) diversity channels, to yield optimum performance in the MMSE sense. The OCDFE has a fractionally spaced forward filter, \( w_f \), in each of its \( L \) diversity branches and a synchronous feedback filter, \( w_b \), in a common feedback loop emanating from the output of the decision device\(^2\) (see Fig. 1). Each forward filter is implemented as a \( T/2 \)-spaced TDL with \( N_f \) tap coefficients while the feedback filter is implemented as a \( T \)-spaced TDL with \( N_b \) tap coefficients. At the \( l \)th diversity branch, the received signal is:
\[
r_k(t) = \sum_k \Delta_d(kT) \hat{h}_l(t - kT) + n_i(t) \tag{11}
\]
where \( \Delta_d(kT) \) is the \( \pi/4 \)-shifted DQPSK transmitted symbol at time \( kT \) and the \( 2/T \)-sampled, received-filtered, additive Gaussian noise, \( n_i(t - kT/2) \), has a variance of \( \sigma_n^2 \) and an autocorrelation function, \( \Phi_n((k - l)T/2) \), with a 25% excess bandwidth raised-cosine response.

By minimizing the MSE at the output of the OCDFE, it can be shown that, for a given set of interpolated CIR’s and noise statistics in the \( L \) diversity channels, the optimum OCDFE coefficients are computed as
\[
w_{opt} = \Phi^{-1} \rho \tag{12}
\]
where the \((LN_f + N_b) \times (LN_f + N_b)\) Hermitian, positive-semidefinite autocorrelation matrix, \( \Phi \), can be partitioned into submatrices. Specifically, the \((i, j)\)th element of the submatrix, \( \Phi_{l,a} \), for diversity signal correlation, is
\[
\Phi_{l,a}(i, j) = \sum_k \hat{h}_l(kT - i - \frac{T}{2}) \hat{h}_l^*(kT - j - \frac{T}{2}) + \sigma_n^2 \Phi_n((i - j)T/2), \tag{13}
\]
and the \((i, j)\)th element of the submatrix, \( \Phi_{l,b} \), for diversity signal and feedback data correlation, is a sample coefficient of the \( l \)th interpolated CIR.\(^3\)
\[
\Phi_{l,b}(i, j) = \hat{h}_l\left((D + 1)T - i - \frac{T}{2} + jT\right), \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, N_f - 1 \\
\Phi_{l,b}(j, i) = \Phi_{l,b}^*(i, j) \quad j = 0, 1, \ldots, N_b - 1 \tag{14}
\]
and \( \Phi_{b,b} = I \) is the \( N_b \times N_b \) identity matrix.

For the case of antenna diversity with independently fading received branch signals, the ensemble averages (with respect to the fading CIR) of the off-diagonal submatrices are zero-valued:
\[
E[\Phi_{l,a}(i, j)] = 0, \quad i \neq j \tag{15}
\]
where \( i, j = 0, 1, \ldots, N_f - 1 \).

Furthermore, for the \((LN_f + N_b) \times 1\) partitioned cross-correlation vector, the \( i \)th element of the \( l \)th subvector is a \( T/2 \)-spaced sample coefficient of the \( l \)th interpolated CIR:
\[
p_l(i) = \hat{h}_l\left(DT - i - \frac{T}{2}\right), \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, N_f - 1 \tag{16}
\]
while the last cross-correlation subvector is a zero-vector, \( p_b = 0 \).

**SIMULATION RESULTS**

**Fixed Interpolator Simulation**

In order to determine a suitable CIR interpolator for our DCR system, the interpolation performance of relatively simple digital filters which employ approximately raised-cosine and generalized Hamming windows was initially investigated. From interpolation simulations of \( Q = 4 \) ideal estimates of a single Rayleigh fading tap coefficient exhibiting a worst-case Doppler frequency of \( f_{dmax} = 100 \text{ Hz} \), it was found that the raised-cosine interpolator (see (10)) performed better at all sampling rates [11]. Moreover, despite its non-adaptive nature, such an interpolator possesses an optimum rolloff factor which is a function of the sampling rate. Typical performance curves for the raised-cosine interpolator, operating under ideal conditions of zero estimation noise, are shown in Fig. 6, where the time-averaged mean squared error, \( mse \), is averaged over the \( R \) interpolated samples within an interpolation interval for an ensemble of \( N = 1000 \) trials:
\[
mse = \frac{1}{RN} \sum_{r=0}^{R-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \left| \hat{h}_n(kT + rT_s) - g_n(kT + rT_s) \right|^2 \tag{17}
\]
\(^3 DT \) is the processing delay of the OCDFE.
where $\hat{h}_n$ is the interpolated CIR tap coefficient for the $n$th simulation trial and $g_n$ is the actual CIR tap coefficient for the $n$th simulation trial.

From Fig. 6, it is evident that for a given interpolator, the interpolation MSE performance generally improves with increasing sampling rates. This is a reasonable result since if the frequency of training is increased, then the tracking of a time varying signal should improve. Specifically, the poor performance near $f = 1.0$ can be explained by considering the frequency responses of the time-varying signal and interpolator. Near the minimum sampling rate, the Doppler spectral images of the time-varying tap coefficient are very close together. Thus, in order to remove all the spectral images so as to reconstruct the tap coefficient responses faithfully at the interpolated samples, the interpolator must have a frequency response which resembles that of an ideal lowpass filter. On the other hand, the filtering problem becomes less severe as the sampling rate is increased. In this case, the interpolation performance improves because, as the Doppler spectral images of the fading tap coefficient separate in frequency, the distortion caused by aliasing is reduced.

For the raised-cosine interpolator, it is evident from Fig. 6 that as the sampling rate increases, the optimum value of the rolloff factor also increases. The reason for this is that at low sampling rates, the interpolation MSE is dominated by aliasing while as the sampling rate increases, the interpolation MSE becomes relatively less affected by aliasing and progressively more limited by pass-band distortion. Specifically, the optimum interpolator rolloff at a given sampling rate occurs when the impairments of aliasing and passband distortion are jointly minimized. The simulation results also show that as the sampling rate increases, the MSE gain by selecting the optimum rolloff factor for the interpolator also increases. For example, at the Nyquist rate corresponding to $f = 1.0$, the difference in MSE performance between interpolators with the optimum rolloff of $\eta_{opt} = 0.0$ and the worst-case rolloff of $\eta = 1.0$ is less than 2 dB. However, at the normalized sampling rate of $f = 3.0$, the difference in MSE performance between interpolators with the optimum rolloff of $\eta_{opt} = 0.7$ and the worst-case rolloff of $\eta = 0.0$ is over 20 dB. This highlights the important filter design issue of selecting the proper window parameter for a given interpolator operating at a specific sampling rate.

However, for the realistic case of significant estimation noise, it was found that the interpolation performance gains obtained from the optimum choices of the filter rolloff are negligible. This dominant effect of the estimation noise on interpolation performance is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the signal-to-estimation-noise-ratio (SER) for one fading tap coefficient is defined as:

$$\text{SER} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\hat{g}_{\text{est}}^2}{\sigma_n^2} \right) \text{ dB}$$

with $\sigma_n^2 = 1$ being the normalized variance of each CIR tap coefficient and $\hat{g}_{\text{est}}^2$ being the variance of the estimation noise for each CIR tap coefficient. In the simple case of a one-tap fading channel with estimation noise but no AWGN, the SER is just the SNR. For a channel with $N_c$ tap coefficients and assuming a sufficiently long training sequence, the SER is roughly $N_c$ times that of the SER for one tap coefficient.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the effect of estimation noise on interpolation performance can be quite significant. In general, estimation noise dominates the tracking problem at low SER, while the interpolation MSE performance is much better at higher values of SER. This is especially true for interpolators operating at high sampling rates. For instance, a 50% rolloff raised-cosine interpolator sampling at twice the Nyquist rate, i.e., $f = 2.0$, can lose over 20 dB in MSE performance by going from an SER of 30 dB to 3 dB (see Fig. 7). This clearly illustrates the strong influence of estimation noise on the interpolator performance.

Moreover, estimation noise can indeed nullify the significant interpolation gains obtained from using optimum rolloff
values and a large interpolation factor. Since it has been found that interpolation error can be minimal when estimation noise is not present (see Fig. 6), the degree of SER can determine whether or not a DCR system suffers an irreducible BER at high SNR (assuming ISI is not a limiting factor). In order to achieve interpolation performance at a negligible \( \text{MSE} \) of less than \(-30 \text{ dB} \), an SER of over \(30 \text{ dB} \) is required.

In addition, it was found that at high SER levels, the interpolation \( \text{MSE} \) performance improves significantly for each of the following cases [11]:

1. at a lower maximum Doppler frequency, \( f_{dm} \),
2. at a high sampling rate, \( f_s \),
3. for a larger number of samples used per interpolation, \( Q \), and
4. for a larger interpolation factor, \( R \).

Specifically, the interpolation factor, \( R \), can significantly affect the tracking performance since, for a given value of \( \beta \), the lag error of the interpolator is inversely proportional to \( R \). For a typical example with \( \beta = 60 \) and \( R = 12 \), the spacing between interpolated samples is \( \mu = \beta / R = 5 \). Moreover, for a maximum Doppler frequency of 100 Hz, the CIR can vary up to 13% of its maximum amplitude in an interval of \( \mu = 5 \) symbol periods. Thus, for a given throughput constraint (i.e., fixed \( \beta \) and \( N \)), the choice of \( R \) can determine the degree of lag error in the interpolation process. Of course, choosing a larger \( R \) can reduce this lag error, but at the expense of added computational overhead at the receiver. Nevertheless, it was found from simulation that, at low SER levels, the estimation noise tends to nullify the above interpolation performance gains. In an actual DCR system, the estimation noise floor is mainly caused by a lag error in the training process of the CIR estimation. Thus, a decrease in the fade rate should reduce the CIR estimation noise.

**System Simulation**

The performance of our DCR system is investigated via computer simulation (see Fig. 5). In particular, the DCR system is modeled with equivalent complex baseband signals and simulated using a Monte Carlo approach with between 2000 and 10000 independent trials generated for each ensemble. Each trial entails the transmission of \( Q \) contiguous data frames, each of which consists of an initial training sequence followed by an uncorrelated data sequence, \( a(kT) \). The symbols in this set of contiguous data frames are \( \pi /4 \)-shifted DQPSK-encoded and transmit-filtered using a \( T/2 \)-spaced, 55 taps FIR filter with an SRRC impulse response. Specifically, the transmitted symbols, \( \Delta_r(kT) \), are \( T/2 \)-sampled such that each data sample is followed by a zero-valued, \( T/2 \)-spaced sample. Thus, pulse modulation (e.g., DQPSK) is simulated with the transmitted pulse modulated by the data symbol impulse.

Each data frame is transmitted over \( L \) independently fading, \( T/2 \)-spaced diversity channels, \( g_r(kT) \), each with tap coefficients which exhibit independent Rayleigh fading with a given Doppler frequency, simulated as in [8], [9]. The sets of channels are independent from trial to trial. The \( T/2 \)-spaced symbols at the output of each diversity channel are corrupted with \( T/2 \)-spaced AWGN samples, \( n_r(kT) \), and received-filtered using a \( T/2 \)-spaced, 64 tap, FIR filter with an SRRC impulse response. In addition, the received signal, \( r_r(kT - mT/2) \), at each diversity branch is represented as two interleaved, \( T \)-spaced sequences which are offset by \( T/2 \)-phase.

At each diversity channel and for each of \( Q \) data frames in a trial, the two \( T/2 \)-offset received training sequences are used to estimate \( Q \) consecutive CIR's, \( h_r(qT) \), which are spaced a data frame, i.e., \( \beta T \) symbols, apart. Subsequent to this training, the trained CIR estimates are filtered by a real-valued, windowed \( \sin x / x \) interpolator, \( f_r(rT_r) \), to generate \( R \) interpolated CIR estimates, \( h_r(rT_r) \), which are spaced \( \mu T \) symbols apart within the middle data frame of the trial. Given the interpolated CIR estimates for each of the \( L \) diversity channels, the OCDFE coefficients, \( w_{opt} \), are computed every \( \mu T \) samples (i.e., at every interpolated CIR sample).

Each received data symbol in the middle data frame is processed by the OCDFE to yield an optimally combined and equalized signal, \( y_r(kT) \), which can then be detected by the decision device. Following this, the decision output, \( \Delta_{\text{f}}(k - D)T \), is \( \pi /4 \)-shifted DQPSK-decoded to yield the QPSK decision symbol, \( a(k - D)T \).

The simulation trial is complete when all \( N_d \) data symbols, \( a(kT) \), of the middle data frame are processed. Subsequently, the simulation program proceeds onto the next trial in the ensemble. Upon completion of all the trials, the simulation finishes with the computation of the DCR system performance measures, viz., the average MSE, average BER and outage probability. Even though the fast fading DCR channel can exhibit burst errors, the average probability of bit error (BER) was found to yield results consistent with those of the outage probability of a user frame [11]. Thus, in this paper, results are presented for only the average BER. Moreover, for DQPSK signaling, the average BER is assumed to be half the average probability of symbol error.

In this section, simulation results of our DCR system are
presented for the case of CIR interpolation with a zero rolloff raised-cosine interpolator. Unless otherwise stated, the OCDFFE consists of $N_f = 3$ taps in the forward filter at each diversity branch and $N_b = 2$ taps in the feedback filter. This configuration is denoted as OCDFFE(3,2). In addition, the following nominal parameter values are used: $N_b = 6$, $N_f = 15$, $Q = 4$, $\mu = 5$ and $f_{dm} = 100$ Hz.

The average BER performance as a function of the normalized sampling rate, $f$, for different values of the maximum Doppler frequency, $f_{dm}$, is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the case of $E_b/N_0 = 20$ dB and $L = 1$. It is evident from this figure that the average BER is monotonically decreasing for increasing values of $f$. Furthermore, this average BER improvement is greater at larger values of $f_{dm}$. In particular, for a worst-case maximum Doppler frequency of $f_{dm} = 100$ Hz, the average BER decreases from $1.5 \times 10^{-1}$ to $10^{-2}$ when $f$ goes from 1.0 to 3.0. This improvement is due to more frequent training and improved CIR tracking with the removal of aliasing distortion in the interpolation filter.

In addition, it is also evident from Fig. 8 that the system performance is less influenced by the sampling rate, $f$, at progressively lower values of the maximum Doppler frequency, $f_{dm}$. In fact, at $f_{dm} = 0$ Hz (i.e., nonfading CIR), the average BER is independent of $f$, since tracking is not an issue for a time-invariant channel. However, for a fading channel, the value of $f_{dm}$ can strongly affect the system performance. For instance, at values of $f = 1.0$ near the Nyquist sampling rate, where aliasing distortion is significant in the CIR interpolation process, a reduction in the $f_{dm}$ from a worst-case value of 100 to 50 Hz reduces the average BER by an order of magnitude from about $10^{-1}$ to less than $10^{-2}$. At a more practical value of $f = 2.0$ where the aliasing distortion due to the CIR interpolator is negligible and where the higher frequency of training reduces the effect of fading, a reduction in the $f_{dm}$ from a worst-case value of 100 to 50 Hz, nonetheless, reduces the average BER by about five times from $2 \times 10^{-3}$ to $5 \times 10^{-3}$. Thus, vehicular speed can significantly affect the fading problem in a DCR system. In other words, CIR estimation and tracking are crucial to reliable DCR communications.

The system performance gain with increasing $f$ incurs an overhead of reduced system throughput, $\%T$. This associated overhead is displayed on the upper horizontal axis in Figs. 8 and 9. Furthermore, the choice of $f$ also affects the interpolation processing delay, $D_i$. Specifically, at $f = 1.0$, the percentage data throughput, $\%T$, is 87.5% and the worst-case interpolation delay, $D_i$, is 15 ms while at $f = 3.0$, $\%T$ is only 62.5% and $D_i$ is 5 ms. Thus, depending on the throughput and processing delay constraints for a particular application, one can select the appropriate sampling rate which will adequately trade-off between system performance and throughput/delay requirements. From the results presented, a value of $f = 2.0$ (i.e., twice the Nyquist sampling rate), with an associated $\%T = 75\%$ and $D_i = 7.5$ ms, is a reasonable design choice for our DCR system. In addition, the use of diversity channels (i.e., $L > 1$) also incurs added hardware complexity in implementing diversity antennas at the mobile receiver.

Average BER performance curves as functions of the normalized sampling rate, $f$, and the number of diversity channels, $L$, are shown in Fig. 9 for the case of $E_b/N_0 = 20$ dB and $f_{dm} = 100$ Hz. It is evident from this figure that the system performance improves with increasing $f$ and $L$. However, at the Nyquist sampling rate (i.e., $f = 1.0$) for all diversity cases, the system performance is unacceptable with an average BER of over $10^{-1}$. This mediocre performance is caused by insufficiently frequent training and by the severe aliasing distortion due to the interpolation filter which leads to poor tracking of the fast fading channel at each diversity branch. Thus, adding more independently fading channels only improves the tracking performance marginally. On the other hand, for $L = 1$ and $f \geq 2.0$, the average BER is on the order of $10^{-2}$ and is thus acceptable for voice communications. However, at high sampling rates, the DCR system performance gains do tend to flatten out.

In addition, the use of diversity can greatly improve the system performance. As shown in Fig. 9, at a reasonable value of $f = 2.0$, the use of $L = 2$ diversity channels can reduce the average BER by an order of magnitude to $2 \times 10^{-3}$. Furthermore, the use of $L = 4$ diversity channels at the same value of $f$ can achieve an average BER of $4 \times 10^{-3}$. Thus, at this operating range, reliable data communications is possible with a relatively small increase in receiver overhead to implement diversity antennas.
The remaining results in this section illustrate the system performance as a function of the average channel SNR, $E_b/N_0$, for the case of a normalized sampling rate of $f_s = 2.0$ and at varying degrees of channel fading, diversity and equalization. In all cases, the system performance was found to improve with increasing $E_b/N_0$. However, an irreducible BER was also found to occur at high values of $E_b/N_0 \geq 20$ dB. This performance floor is likely due to limitations in the ability of the receiver to estimate and track the rapid time variations in the fading channel.

The average BER performance as a function of $E_b/N_0$ for different values of the maximum Doppler frequency, $f_{dm}$, and diversity order, $L$, is illustrated in Fig. 10. This figure consists essentially of two sets ($L = 1, 2$) of three curves ($f_{dm} = 10, 50, 100$ Hz). For a given diversity order, $L$, there is little difference in the system performance for all values of $f_{dm}$ at low values of $E_b/N_0$. This is primarily because, at this operating range, the high channel noise is the determining factor in the poor system performance, regardless of the CIR estimation and tracking. As the value of $E_b/N_0$ increases, the degree of fading has a dramatic effect on the system performance. Specifically, for a given $E_b/N_0$ and $L$, the average BER decreases sharply for decreasing values of $f_{dm}$. Furthermore, for $f_{dm} \geq 50$ Hz, an irreducible BER is evident for $E_b/N_0 \geq 20$ dB. However, an irreducible BER is still evident at higher values of $E_b/N_0$ for slower fading channels, e.g., $E_b/N_0 \geq 30$ dB when $f_{dm} = 10$ Hz.

The above result implies that the irreducible BER may be caused by the CIR estimation and tracking. At higher values of $f_{dm}$, the task of following a rapidly fading CIR can be much more difficult and, thus, leads to a higher estimation and tracking (i.e., interpolation) noise. This increase in the lag error causes the onset of the irreducible BER to occur at a lower value of $E_b/N_0$ where the estimation and tracking noise overtakes the thermal noise as being the limiting factor in the system performance. As shown in Fig. 10, the irreducible BER of $2 \times 10^{-3}$ for the case of $f_{dm} = 100$ Hz and $L = 2$ is actually lower than that of $5 \times 10^{-3}$ for the case of $f_{dm} = 50$ Hz and $L = 1$. Thus, despite the strong influence of $f_{dm}$ on the irreducible BER, the use of channel diversity can effectively overcome the fast fading in a DCR channel. Even though it does not remove the irreducible BER, the use of diversity does significantly reduce the level of the irreducible BER.

The average BER performance as a function of $E_b/N_0$ for varying numbers of diversity channels, $L$, is also shown in Fig. 11, along with lower bound performance curves for coherent QPSK signaling in a slowly fading, nondispersive AWGN channel [13]. With our use of differential encoding in a relatively bursty channel, this lower bound should actually increase by up to a factor of two in the average BER. The comparison between the lower bound curves and the simulation curves clearly show the drastic effect of the irreducible BER on system performance at high values of $E_b/N_0$. In particular, for a given $L$ at low $E_b/N_0$, where the CIR estimation and tracking noise is less significant relative to the thermal noise, the difference between the simulated performance and the lower performance bound is relatively small, e.g., about an order of magnitude at $E_b/N_0 = 5$ dB for $L = 2$. However, at high values of $E_b/N_0$ where the CIR estimation and tracking noise is dominant over the thermal noise, the difference between the simulated and the lower performance bound is markedly large. As an example, for $L = 2$ at an $E_b/N_0 = 30$ dB, the difference in average BER performance is over four orders of magnitude. Furthermore, since the theoretical performance improvement with $E_b/N_0$ grows with increasing values of $L$, the difference in performance between the irreducible BER performance of the simulated results and the theoretical lower bound also grows with increasing values of $L$. These comparisons further illustrate the severe impact on system performance due to the adaptation lag error.

The effects of ISI and channel fading on the system performance are illustrated in Fig. 12. Specifically, the average BER performance as a function of $E_b/N_0$ of receivers with and without decision-feedback equalization is shown for different diversity orders, $L$. When no equalization and no diversity is implemented, i.e., ODCPE(1,0) and $L = 1$, the system performance is severely degraded with an average BER of greater than $10^{-1}$ at most values of $E_b/N_0$. Thus, the effects of time dispersion and Doppler fading in a DCR channel need to be reduced in order to achieve acceptable system performance. Moreover, despite the significant bene-
fit of explicit diversity combining, a two-channel OCDFE without equalization has only marginally superior performance over a single-channel OCDFE with equalization. This comparison is especially true at high values of $E_b/N_0$ where the thermal noise is negligible. However, at low values of $E_b/N_0$ where there is a significant presence of thermal noise, the performance gain by using an equalizer is less since the equalizer incurs more self-noise in its tap coefficients. Nevertheless, these results indicate that the ISI caused by the multipath channel, in conjunction with the transmit and receive filters, is quite significant if the overall channel is not equalized. In fact, the performance improvement by using equalization can be more than an order of magnitude in average BER when using four diversity channels and operating at $E_b/N_0 \geq 15$ dB.

From the above results, it is evident that the use of both equalization and diversity combining is important in achieving good system performance. However, there is the possibility that an OCDFE(3,2) receiver might not remove all of the existing ISI. If this were the case, then the residual ISI could account for the irreducible BER at $E_b/N_0 \geq 20$ dB. The comparison of receivers with varying degrees of equalization and diversity is shown in Fig. 13. These results indicate that the OCDFE(3,2) receiver removes most of the ISI, since a longer equalizer with the same diversity order, e.g., OCDFE(5,2), does not improve the system performance at high values of $E_b/N_0 \geq 20$ dB. In fact, a longer equalizer performs worse at most values of $E_b/N_0$. This poor performance occurs because a longer equalizer, with more tap coefficients, experiences more self-noise in the computation of its tap coefficients. This argument applies for an equalizer with more feed-forward or feedback taps. Thus, our results indicate that the OCDFE(3,2) receiver is optimum in terms of correcting for ISI.

The performance of a system employing transmit and receive filters with higher rolloff factors (e.g., 50%) was also investigated. The simulation results indicate that the use of less stringent filtering only improves the system performance marginally. This performance improvement is achieved because higher rolloff filters have lower sidelobes in their impulse responses which lead to a less severe ISI problem.

However, this performance improvement incurs a penalty of increased susceptibility to ACI since the filter bandwidth is larger. In addition, a system employing interpolation filters with their optimum rolloff values was studied. A negligible difference in performance was found between using zero rolloff and optimum rolloff interpolators. Furthermore, due to the dominance of the CIR estimation noise, very little difference in system performance was observed when the spacing, $\mu$, between interpolated samples or the number of CIR estimates used for each interpolation, $Q$, were varied.

In summary, our results indicate that the system performance is limited by the CIR estimation and not by the CIR interpolation or residual ISI due to suboptimum equalization. Specifically, because the fast fading channel is varying during a training sequence, the CIR estimate obtained at the end of a training sequence lags the actual CIR by about half the observation period of the training. For a training sequence of $N_t = 15$, the observation period is $N_r - N_c + 1 = 10$ [10]. Thus, for a worst-case maximum Doppler frequency of 100 Hz, the CIR can change by up to about 13% in amplitude during training [11]. Moreover, because of the limited length of the training sequence, the CIR estimation can have a significant variance. The result of this is that the CIR estimation noise is a likely source of the irreducible error rate at values of $E_b/N_0 \geq 20$ dB.

**CONCLUSION**

We conclude that reliable voice communications for a low bit-rate, narrow-band DCR system can be achieved with our proposed receiver and block adaptation scheme, while incurring relatively little system overhead. We have shown that a relatively simple fractionally spaced decision-feedback equalizer can minimize the effect of intersymbol interference, while diversity combining can significantly improve system performance under rapidly fading conditions. In addition, we have proposed and demonstrated a novel block-adaptive method which employs CIR estimation and interpolation to identify the time-varying CIR and periodically computes the receiver parameters of a DCR system. We have also found that the adaptation process is limited mainly by the CIR estimation noise due to imperfect training, which is manifested in the form of an irreducible bit error rate at high signal-to-noise ratios. However, we have shown that this
system performance limitation is less severe at lower channel fade rates and can be alleviated through the use of channel diversity.
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